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XnetiisO tbii4lgostnb'ddi vr etr of the

diver ::ty *o gods Iphysicl todscanif bhe femands of fleysecto of s the&l

prdctonoy. Thed irnvsportaien lexist prm l toe iakentoodes aeaistbl toi

'natuevIe exits miiaytnetry leystemsd carryoad

t natural to try to cl assify the types of iescrid w ra

clssfiatonnamely,. consutiable, and repairable, can be used to

cdharacterize- any item. A consumiable item is defined to be one that1 is

either consumed in2ý use `o.' discarded after wear-out or failure. Examples

of consumable items are paeper, pencils, paintS fUel, nails, food, gaskets,

resstrs t m~toaonly;, -a, few A4 repairable item, on the other hand,

it~ def ined-1to beOne that casnbe repairedi .fier failure or wear'out and

stibsequently maoy, bt avalal gin toteruser. 'Aircraft,. refrigeratorzý

ridis, ngins, ;dihydraulic;pu.mps eO~e all examples, of repairable items.

;They caim be repaireod byý the 4see, a rpair shop, or, the manufac~turer. In

inoe peifi liar ttiers the lee of'repair can be classified as ship

tender,ý and; shipyard, res pectively.,

A ftirther delineation Of. the def in'ition of a repairable item is to

define it as an item that is" returned ýto a major repair point after use,

overhauled or repaired, put ;back on the shelf in a ready-for-issue (EFI)

4condition,, and reissued to a culstomerto satisfy A demand. This.definitioz

will apply throughout this paper and can be construed as a particular

military application of the term repairable.



ýConsaumable and repairable item in~v'ent ries eao worth friljios of.

dollars and are cOstly to manage. Therefores, once the type of lzwentory

has been as tablis'had, an ef"eCative system to maintain, And control the

inventory should be. developed., In priviat and comma~rcial concerns,ý

effecOtive control of inventories can result in decreased co .sts.,

increased sales and profits and customer satisfaction. In the military,

prudent management of inventories may contribute to increased veapons

system effectiveness, decreased inventory investment and-Aecreased'

* system costs.

In any system carrying consunAble, items a set of'r-ules to determine

how much of an item to buy and when-to buy,, i o. n operating',doctrine,

* must be established. In a epialsyt the procurement decision

* is augmented by an -additional-decision of-how mpc and, when to repair*

Thus, the additional repair, decision is the basic-1difference: betWee In a

puraly consumable item and a repairable item inventory Aye tamn.

Typically. existingin,*,1ventory cont-rol.."des have- Applied only to

consumable items. f4OPtJAAl'1 order equatilonsm resulting from consuiable

modl eveopentha, benImpemnted, iu~icesfuliy by both the military

4 and industrial concerns. Althoug inra "dSaaipe atnto a

been focused on repairables-over the past ten' yeri,. repairable inventory

decisions have been largl based, upneprece and intuition. This

main purpose of this report is' Io define',,a krepairable -it". inventory

KK model and to develop decision rules-for such a modell. giving due

) consideration to the cost ascited with a repairable sysatem.

*it should be mentioned at this point that, the decision to designate

an item as repairable or consiumable, is not perfunctory., A decision,'to

-1A2
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4y,

t'pair orldiscard. occurs 'not ony in the, iiteirladIa'te s tep when an item
iV sytmbtiso "in--the Iinital -or desi*gn stage and

'-vi q, .' - ss~ u

fi1allyin, the, repair or overhaut 'stage. 'The most zritica~l stage f6r an

ivnoy,,,y#tam sinitial provis ioning., What criteria should be used

to desint 4An iteia (alreadyi the production phse)a earb o

consumable? what level of repair' ;hc~1d be, designated? No specific

criteria. hav been 'developed to answer these, questions, so far as the authors
c det.

ea. dearmine, and-it isý not the purpose 'of this report to do so. However,-pZ
* it. shoulld be noted -that the rationale behind designating an item as a

repairable is tihat it 'is -more economical to1 repair than to discard.

Basica'lly then, this decision involves the trade-off between costs of

repair Versus discard.

2. An Existing Repai~rable Inventory System

To-better understand how a repairable system operates,, the wr:.LLers

examined the,'Naval Aviation Suppy ystem..' This, .system exists to support

8,1300 aircraft. in the Navy The inventory consists of 393,000 line items

vaiuad at 2.1 billion, dollars." Of these line, it~zasj 3l,000 are designated

as repairable and the#e items account for; 561 of the 'inventory value.

The inventory manager responsible for procurement and inventory co~ntrol

of all aviation items is the Naval Aviation Supply Offices WAO) located

in Philadelphia, Pens ylvania. The, items are stored in And issued from

anetwork of stockpoints located. throughou te aval Supply Sse eg

Alameda, Norfolk, San 'Dieg, and Vdkosuki, Japan),i Additionally there

are seven major repair points called overhaul and repair activities (0.51)

ASO Management Ressia6 - Second Quarter Fiscal- Year 1966.'



located In ýthe United States* A fourth component, kir- Systems Cammabd

ta. Navy Bureau), provides technical direction and budget policy to, ASO

an9 also administers the seven-OMi activities. located- at-various air,

stations' chz'ulhout. the system.,

if an iL-M fails or is demolished in the field, a replacement is

us". from ezitti~v stock. The carcass (if suitable) is then considered.

a non-ready-for-issue (=I) 'item and is sent to an O&R (through a.,stock-

point) for repair.

since the seven 06A activities are "ech juxtaposed to a-reporting

stockpoint, the latter actually' receives and accounts for, the NRFl iteAm.

This receipt is reported to the Inventory manager (ASO) via rapid data

transmission facilities. In this sense, the stock points are called
C,

reporting activities, I.e.,0 all- iventorly transactions are reported to

ASO who is In ctam responsible for lmaveory control. When ASO determ~ines

that an item soulId be repaired to seet expected demand or-to meet

existing beskorders, an M acetivity 1s directed to induct thi ElI

items(s). 189M91410 ssh"dulift between A50 and the 06A, occurs' on a 'weekly

basIs tbrough x semuterized seheduling system@.,Under present circumstances)

mot of the itaw- lAdusted hive badhnrder outstanding. This Situation

4*101mutes baubesf of =I itqmo to a great extents. Onee the item 'is

refaired, it; Is returned. to the atock point Ip III tondition and sub-

gequeatly leased to meet demand OXýfl Lii bor~dors.. The system to depicteid
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7 Figure 1. Vaval Aviation Supply System (Repairable Items)
I

3. A lepaireble Model
IL

3.1:. Model DeecrLption

laventory syst such as the one Just described can be classified

rather broadly as multiechelon with repair� Analytical studies of

multiechelon systems have shown the conputationa in such models to be

such that either simplifying essptions or approximations are necessary.

The introduction of the repair aspect into the system certainly c�plicatcb

the structure of a model even at single echelon levels. Hence, it '�3.--�

felt that simplifying asatuptiona would lead to results more in keeping

with the objeocive of the report. Also a search of the literature has

.1*
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3.2 Assumptions

Assume that the annual demand rate (D) is known and constant over

time. To reiterate, the basic management decisions to be made are when

and how much to procure and when snd how much to repair. In this model

procurement of new Items serves to replace items lost by attrition.

Suppose that both procurement lead time (Cr) and repair lead time (T2)

are known constants independent of the quantity ordered, the quantity

inducted for repair, and the annual demand. Furthermore, the rate at

which =1 Items are returned to the 0a, called field recovery rata

(rO), and the rate at which the OMK return's 11 to the stockpoint,

called O6& recovery rate (r), are considered to be known. Items are

always procured =rd repaired in lot sizes, Q1 and Q2 respectively, with

no price breaks or split deliveries. For the sake of definiteness

suppose the system operates indefinitely vith the item never becoming

obsolete.

The queution of when to induct material into the repair operation

is partially answered with the. as•umption that an induction is made

whenever a predetermined number of MIY items have accumulated. In order

to return a lot size Q2 to the stockpoint it is necessary to induct an

t T.S * his asseumption reduces the problem to one of determining
*2

2 A ore couplete pictorial representation of the system is seen in

ýC'e 3.

Under the assumptions of deterministic demand and lead timess it is

not necessary to maintain a safety stock. We will require then that

whenever the Jr! inventory reaches zero, a procurement quantity og aise

will arrive. Thus, the system is never out oi dtock, Setween procure-

ment arrivals, depleting 11? stock is reple•nished with repaired items.I

IUnder these assumptions it is possible, though extremely unlikely,
for a procuremant quantity, QI, and a repair quantity, Q,, to arrive at
exactly the "ame instant of time, Accordingly it willb3 assumod that
this case does not arise.
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Figure 3. Repair Systwt with Assumptions

XAlso, a repetitivb &yet=m will be establishe regardless of the initial

provistioning policy, so that it Is sufficient to analyze only one cycle

to determine system characteristics. Further, It in advantageous to

define a cycle as the length of time between the arrival of two successive

procurements. This cycle will be called the procurent cycle and in

denoted T1 . A repair cycle, denoted T2 , is defined to be the time between

arrival of successive RF1 re. air quantities. Figure 4 depicts a typical

procurement and repair cycle and illustrutes the Lelationchip between the

RI7 and NIiI inventory.

Prior models designed to develop decision rules for repairable

inventory systems have treated tha repair and procurement decisions

Independently. In same mod"es the repairable decision rules have been

cast in the framework of a consumable model with modified perameters. It
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1. Information and Issue Systems.'

2.Procurement

3. Repair .* -

4bHolding

5. Shortage

The costs associated with m~intiinink f inaacial and. inventory records

-'represent the largest segment of the 'information' system, costs.e Typical

among these costs are: (a) data procggsing equipment 'and related personnel,:

(b) counodity analysts, (c) f inan~cial. i nventory control, (d)- AUTODIX and

(e) quality control. 'Issue'dystem costs, are primarily: (a) requisition

processing, (b) warehousemen., (c) transportationL and (d), disposal. it

can be rationalized that teecosts are a function of demand and not

-the operating doctrine. orthis reason, information- and issue systems

costs will not- be included. iii def ining -the total annual, variable cost for

determiging operating doctri ne'si.

The, only, real-procrement cost is the* cost of the ±tsas ordered.

frequeuitly called the variable order cost., If there is A price break for

large- quentities, then thig: cost is afunction of the quantity ordered

and thke unit coSt. I-f ther a is- no price break, a asstmaed in .this paper,

then this cost is slmnply thi unit cost times the 1Iquantity ordered. The

traditional flixed. ovde~r cost invol~vessalaries of p#urchase -and receiving

personrel, material inspecters, telephones, paper§ 'pencils, duplicating

machines, otcid It 15. .easiy seen t "a t both the fixed and variable order

*cost, affect 'the operating doctrine ind will be icluded as a part of the

costL formu lation.d;

10



The'usual approach to repair costs considers in detail a se~t-up4 or,

ýtooling ot Strictly. speAking, rjapairables. cannot be handled ona

production 'l'ine, bas-is simply because each item may have a different

ulailmentI Each its mUst, be checked, and tested separately, therefore

thee i nofixd st-up or toigc st Howeýer, thereL 's a repair

cost. associated.4with pla ing an. induction order. Repair costs can then.

be~di.Vded'int ýioctlabo an'mai il-an ovrhed, ie.,thecos

bf edivided intoiect lanb-or andmaerialo.andeoverheadn ife., the cost

*and ateruia "plus some overhead cost. it- followis that the fixed repair-

cost is. really 'the cost ofl making and. carrying out the decision to induct'

a given quanqjtty into 'the repair cycle.' it i ,s assumed here that some

* "average." cost, C_0 of direct. labor and mmAterial per item can be f ound.

Thus the variable 'cost of repair. will be formulated At, C times the.2
quantity inducted.0 Both variable And f ixed repair costs will be included

in the total -,cost formulation since they affict operating doctrine.

!The costs associated with maintaining itci netry 'include

among, others,, obsoleac-onc, .opjortunity.. deteriorat~ioft, breakage and,

normal warehousing costs. This "holding cost" is quite intangible and

has proven difficult to evaluate. 14 the past, holding cost has been

expressed as a function of uni cost (C 1) 'or more specifically as h1 -I 1

where '114 A. holding rate. The holding cats i~ncorporates for the main

part, opportunity, pbso6escence, and warehousing costs and is usually

expressed as cost per unit teper monetary unit invested in inventory.

However* for purposes of this model it is assimead that there exists'a

holding cost, h1, ,for each IF! item and a similar cost,'hforaiI

J. F."Mag..,, Production' Planning an~d I &r Centr (New York:-
McGraw-Hill Book CoIcJL950 -p. UL-..



item. Both h and h are defined in terms of eost per unit'per. unil.tie
.1 -:2

which for this model is measured in dollars per, unit-year.. Of.course

both-holding, costs af fect thet operating doctrine.

Finally~, the shortage coat represents, the cost, of,(being unable-to

meet customer- demands. Ingnra thsis a- very im ortant cast,

thouh agi ut Iffcl o aue By assumption, of deterministic

demand and-lead times it is never necessary to, "go short." of' stock,

adsshrae csts ha e beien, excuded, frow, the. mode lpresented in

this paper..

4. solutions '

As prevli.~sly stated, 'ha objective of thq model Is. to determnine. an

optimal pcurement quantity Q\\*, and an optlmal -1repai -r quantity Q*

tht iesth average asnnual cast. Those optimal values,.coupled

vv i esp e c t i v e r e o r d e r 'p oin t s , z i a n d x 1 2 8 <con s t i t u k e a n o p t i m a l .

To determine: the average, annual Variable cost, the costs per cycle

1, /~must bet investigated* The 'producttof per c4ycle coisteand the number of

cls: per year Vill then y~ieldoth. average -annual, cost. The total'

cost for anky. given cyle JlL the ':um, of prtocu~rment, repair and. holding

costs. A\I~ , '

Since there is oniý"ý o Ie roureent per cyce the variable order

*cost is 'the actual ;Oof t h. ";I t' i W- ordered iid, cank. be expressed as

Q1 C1 .The ixedprocrinet cot for, one cycle is AV.

To determinel the -repair, costs per cycle -it is necessiary to compute

-4 12
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.22

whereL tm k-osomO 'L and t, am (l-k)T~ (cf.. Frig~ure 6). This
2'( 5. . ý 2 2

f olI6owiu- because, t (t )4 i& an integer. num~ber of ,repjair cycles by

def inition. 3-y assiumption a quantityvQ will. arrive, at intervals of

length T.~a AS-long- asý thete is, ýsufficient NRPI material to induct. But

also, by assiuapt-ionj. the arri'VAL of a quantity Q insures that there

will alýwaysbe enough NPI_ to allow. for induction.: Moreover, it- was

assumed that' a." qunit ill arrive only when RV. on hand balance

*reaches zero and this is prior to the arrival of- a scheduled repair

delivery.,'Let -the -time between the arrival of aiprocurement. and the very.

nexAt. repair arrival be t*. -Now, ti + t*, - T since: -a repair quantity
2 -2

*arrives atravety intervali i B ut t* t-t1  since demand and- leadtimes
.2

are deterministic, antd the cycles' are'periodic. Therefore the cost of

items repaired per procutinet cycle is C2Q2 and' thp fixed repaiCr cost

,A. whevbre kA-2 is defined to be the, fixed repair cost per induction.

in Section,3. 1  end b2 were defined as R11 and MPI holding costs

* per ui euntterspcively. Therefore the ho, ing costs per

cycle will, be hb 4 i-et is the ate& undax. the RXII curve.
y .. VT 21( ,~edT

andt is the, area under - the W!1 curve. To compute the area under

the RVI curve consider Figure 6 showing V11 inventory for one procurement

* cycle. Sides Is is now aid constant' ti re f U,4'; is simply
U

Jz(~),hr m~adaD 1  This reduces to

1 2
* I Dt*

4 '13 ý
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L'a-

'T

Figure 6. rouemn Cycle

Since n i an integer, the atea of V is, -the &u fn_- 1 trapezoids ec

having one side of lerngth Ti2. To deteruine, the area of each trapezoid a.

recursive relationvwill. beý developed, 14et -denote the ares'a of the,

trapezoid in V (F igure 6) Then.

V2 -1 2?

andý proceeding. recursive, lye,

+'2(Q,- t ) DT it

* V. Z[

L

14 -



.a.. .. A .. ' .A so that

2( 11Q. 2(n. tp D K~n J

'1[2 01 X) + l+ (n - ) 1 2n i)t 1 - Tnn

2+ 2T~ DT1

(n ~ 9 1t 2 [2( Thu I ~Q ~ 1 + 2 2 (i ) T .

2

'"Is teasilytalcuate" de 'a th ,whe1 cu (is k~Tad ~f h

Q.2; 2. 2

(u-l)DT.ThuS



To computethe area; under the NEFI curve consider a single6 repair
cycle a's shown in.Figure 7. Since a is an integer -and the buildU'p"

rate of. fMBPI temai r D, is constant, thewarea. underF the OPI7 curve

Is s~pyn times the, area undei the repair cycle cucirve.

slope rD

f igure 7.' epair Cycle

2 2
The area under terepair cycle' Curve. (Figure 7) Is: -to that the:

The total -cost per procuemn Ow cl bec444ms

(-)QC 1 A + +

The total~average annual co ist t'then

1~1 QC 1 A 2 C 2Q 1 2 QA
X (+4+ Km-u+ .. in+ + '+ +

T~ T!~ T T2  2ri ýT

To simplifY .$the follo*1ng relatios "Are helpful:"

- 16



~t I ............

C (1'? "Ti
20

(1) 2 (r 2) 1'2,3,...];

20

2 Q0

111 1 2#(1-r r),D RD

N Substituting tbt4 above relations lin (4-6) and simplifying terms

y"ilds
* ARDA 2rlr0 1) h2Q2
(48)- X -+ C RD +-- +C:C-r'D +I ý. ,2 2 ýO 2r

V Q 2 2

+ +

"'ý'l Note that the te 'C AD and C r rD are independent of Q, and
0. 20.2,p

0., bon.d t affeit 't!6 opardthw doctrine* therefore# it e'

approprlate to redegla. the averag.-'annual cost of o~rdering, repairin

A RD ArQ2 v 2 Q ýh hQ
Flo_ + 4- h kQI 2

2:

- Vim- difeumstisIu "Isolus the optimal and Q 11i be 'those vaU~
, 1 2

(w0 0*au avid of

'DO



. since r > 0 by assumption, and non-positive value; of C., IiQ2

arKennls , is continuous for all other values ofý l and ýQ and

I~ differentiable. Taking: the partial derivatives results inU

* K -A RD. h1  -A xr rD- h2 - hl,
2K -2K 2,79 1 2.

2' .

Solvin' the qu'ations (4-10) yed

(4-11) h~

(4-12) Qm . hr 2 D

2 Z

whr *a'I are the ptimal procurement and repair quantities

respectiv~tyi strictly .opapkiags and Q *are ýInot optimal quantities

in'th~ 'sense that the restriction Tl where-n is a. positive integer,

a not been considered as a consttaint in the solution.i Since T

and T * -,the equation a is duiat to the. constraint
02. -*T i , '.. .I.I "

-. Ine Section 5 a method Vill be presentetd for Adjusting Q*

2 r

and/jrQ*0 such that the constraint It sitisfie'do In. addition, a slight
,( 2

inýAccuracy 'Vill'- result frtam' round-of f of- Q*And' Q * for the, purpose of

ordering inte~ger qugntities. '

'14



* oie that the optimal valXue *Q is independent of, k a~nd ;in

factif I* a3.thee noý repa'iri and Q.isthe stnadOQ fo~rmula

for consumables. Howevert Q *is a function of the, Rarameter kt, vhere

"0'k . Therefore itisdsirable to determine hov sensitiveth

*model, is-to k.' By aeptnsimultaneous receipt. of a, Q andQ

is not possible so thatr, 0IC k< 41 By. definition t1 -m W, *it has
* 2

been shown thatr tL t 2' bc nple.T0ko12 2 nT hc mlis >~*Io

t 2 2

(4-13)' kNA-l-I

Consider the'length of time t 21 since t 2:<TI by ass~umption,

, by equationl(4-7 (1)). But tis at least the length of time

necessary 'to issue Q2. i*e*' - £tioand- Alt P- . rom-
D 2  , 2 r2rOD

equation" (4-13), when. t2 takes on its minimiea Value.

rrD

200

Q2.
As t approaches k approaches 0. Thus 0 <~ k 1.R Substituting

20
Q land. Q2 JnL'(4-9):gives the minimum average'sannual cost of the system,

IC* as a function -of; It:

(4-14) K~ .± +± + h1  * hQ
2z 22

2 2

* * 19



_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __7

Actually (4-14) represents a family of minimum~ costs indexeed by k where
S40<- k SR.- To deemn k that* yields a min am tfsamlj

osrethat-(14 dab. writtenas.

where, f in no~t a function of k' Horeover,,k is a free variable in the-
0d

sense that-k is, not determined. by Qwan-dQ and hence the optimization

procedure is independent of k. Clearly,: the value, of. k. that minimizes

(44-14) it km R r - rr so that th patcua olution. is determined

by .

(4-15) m

2 2

'Xthe repa-Ix reorder point.:X.,1:i8 simplyý r6 (iw terms of NUFI) by2 2

Sthe, origia inution po0licy ,as .pr'eviously d~iscpsse4odcn page 17.

*. In order to- dae texainw the, procu~reuwt-reorder point.. X1 first

consider-the c'ase 'T 19 T. "T, qauinorer Arrives when on hand

31 nventr teaces ero 4nd, no trepair lotIs due ioe., the, end of

a lcet" a p~rocur M-ent'must b placed 'Ti' timie "units priorc to reaching
th edofte yle sns yle o eeat.' this IMplies that an order

should be placedd at te 1 ' af helbeihning of every cycle.

Se IFi
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Let m be the smaellest -integer such that at? r,*V1 Define A. to be the

positive quantity W - Than As Is the amount of. time between the.

least numbir,.af cycles greater than Tand a &nd an order thould be -

Placed Aa uhits of time after the begimzning . a cycle.' This order

will arrive, t units of, time later and will coincide with the end of a

cycle. Note that if T :C T1  a Is1 and this is the preceding -case.

Thus, in any. came, if weý def Ine As: * where w-is the smallest.

integer such that v~ >r 3 ,j the reorder rule will be to place an order

~a units of tlim after the beginning of each cycle.

5. Examples

To illustrate the use of the Idecision rules '/developed in Section 4,

'two examples will be presented. Consider first. a' repairable system

whichwcarries an. item experiencint relatively low demand.. The item has

parameters with the following Values: .-

D l2Q units per yr k R, Irer 2  0P0975

0.95C -$250.00 per unit

C $W. 0,peruni.'A $50.00 per induction

2.

h-m$ O.0peruperor ery h $50.00 yr~u pa y

From, (4-11) and (4432) te. unconstrained 64'ptima1 order and repair

quantities rs ,*

* -.: :. ~-. ~22



'. 7- 12(l0)(00975(l2) *4.838, units
h 100

21

RDh 0-2r0975)~r (IN).5(00(.97)10(.

2.1 9 nit 17

T2 1

Tohus in the constitrain-st - .n (ean poitin inteer)to obtai te

,' sitet~li iti Qe" t dutTo omk

T~m~-m 4838 0.435 y

2 ~ ~ ý 9.'017.033y

Yisdj(0.415)2T124833.

'.. 2,



To check the new solution we obtain

T1T 1 4.873-0.9 a 5.0026 mi
T2  Q 2 9.017(0.0975)

Thus the policy is consistent with the model of Section 4. However, an

operating system cannot deal with fractional units so Q *(adj) and

must be rounded off to 5 and 9 units respectively. This results

in further interval computations as follows:

T- 0.427 yr; T2- 0.0831 yr; T 1 5.14
2

But in this case the system will be out of stock after five repair

cycles, i.e., for a period (.14)T - A0116 year. To compensate for
2

this period so as not to allow shortages. the reorder point must be

adjusted., ecall*-from Section 4 that the rule is to reorder A -

units of time after the beginning"of each cycle. To ensure a procurement

arrival at the point a sero balance is reached,-an order for a quantity

u5 ust be placed A .1AT time units after the eomsncemeve. of a

procuremnt cycle. Since r1 - year, a - 3, 6a - .281 year, and

As- 42 a .2694 Year. Thus a workable policy is to procure 5 units

.2694 year after the beginning of each procurment. cycle. The repair

quantity is Q " 9 units.

Substituting the appropriate values from all three sets of computat

Q. '* -•h 2k + -K
2r '2 2

2*
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uLtsim, three cost compar isons as follows:

'4.K(1  4.4836 Q2  9-M901) 241.844 GO6.53 + 237.33 + 241-90
U -

k ~ 4.73. - *87.92 + 450.85 1 $168M.53

(adj~~1 2  9.17)~ 0'240.10 + 600.53 +237.33+236

*87.92 + 450.85 *$1684.54

"m s ,Q 2 ý4 e234.00 +601.67 +236.88 +250400

-8775 +450.00- 4,16-4.8

*As a econd example considert a system carryinga repairable6 item

with the following paiihaters:

* D12,O90Ounits perV hR lr r v.0,19

C,~ or0  -0.90 C2  $50.00 Pat unit

* * C1  $100.00 pet unit A' # 50.00 per Induction

1 2
A 00, POT orerOb $0.0ieruiytr

The resualts of the 0..ipivtattins' are' indicated'below

le Cmptt~n rThQ 1 Rcomwte Rounded-of

ý'00 95.30 95

202 3*33 K 203.33 203

0.046 00S8 0.0417

C 00200 #~90209' 0.0209,

n .2921.995

1w 6,1475$6,926.55 $6,929.33

25



6. Constraints

Is generals it is very unlikely that an inventory system would

be established to misSge a siugle line Item. in applying the theory

developed in Section 4 it becomes apparent that consideration must be

given to inventory system that manage many li-e items.. In a multi-

Item inventory there cam be many types of Interactions between items.

Notable smong these are the Interactions of items competing for limited

resources. For example, there would moot likely be an upper limit to

the ntuber of repair Inductions directed per year. There most assuredly

is a limit on funds that can be used for procurement of new Items. These

limits are called constraints, The remainder of this section will

Investigate the effect that certain constraints have on the repairable

model. The constraints to be considered are; (a) numLer of procurements

per year, tb) mmber of repair Inductions per year, (c) de11ar Investment

in Inventory ad (d) annul repair budgets o.os, repair dollirs that can

be spent for dirset labor and materials, /

Cousider first the constraint e4 the rumber of procurements per

year, Fe Astsue there are I items I I the Inventory system and let j

denote tie j* itrem The cemaraliot c"a then be expressed as

x

since qmtity is ordered sah time an ordei is placed. Let I 1 be

these torme of equatiom (4-9) izvolvinS the variables In the constraint.

Thus, If
t, 

4,

16



A .i' '

(6-2), mliii + , Q J
2

* is! that portion- of the co6st .-f, the J~~ tmthat is, ffected by the,

qutantity Pr9oUted;,, thefthe -goat fot the' aystem

jml

To find the optimal QlVj -l,..H it is desirable to minimize

K1 ,subject' to-ýaiquation (6-1). The reader is referred-to Hadley and

Whitin (2) for the necessary mathematical background needed to solve

problems of this type., Briefly$ the procedure is to first solve the

*uncon-strain -problem byý using, equation (4-l1) for each item., Then

substitute these Q into equati.o 6-) I(--I) is satisfied the

constraint is said to be inactive _and the problem is solved. Assuming

-the constraint as active, i*.e. * uantities computed by using equation

(44i). do not atisfy equation (6-1). the technique of Lagrang", multiplierst

is employed' to. deteraine optimal otderL quantities. .Form the function

(6-4) JlmKi+Al(QI1

where Xis a Lagrange multipliers The optimal Q1.,must satisfy the

equations

(-A5 - DmO + ¶ DJ

2i 2

27



j Dj
(6-0 -1 J1 j-u l j

A solution to the sat of If-i equations in (6-5) and (6-6) may not

exist in closed form. In this caseO, a numerical, procedure. Should be

"used to approximate the optimal Q * In any casel, solving for ,J' in
Is

equation (6-5) yields

(6-7) --- '- - + L*. j. ,
lJ ih t)

where" ?* is that value of ?. such that the, J- j,..,,H satisfy_

M D N h
(6-8 P$

jul la ul lJJ 1

Clearly, X1' can not be expressed in closed form without making further./

assimptions go that a nuierical procedure must be used to solve for the

Next, consider the constraint on the number of repair inductions per

year, L. This constraint: can be expressed As

"2 , JD j ' -

(6-9) L........ (- .

Jslý Q2j

Let K2 be those terms of K involving the variables in the constraint.

Thus, if,

28J
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.2j r2 2

-is that. portion of the iost of the 3 th itemý that is af focted by the

quantity inducted for repair# then the system 'cost is

M

(6-1011) K2 M K

To determine the set of Qwihmnmz "subject to equation
Q23 wichmnm

(6-9) thefunction

(6-12)V J2 -K +1LJ2 K2 +1

Ljfome wer i aLaragemltiplier.* The optimal QjMs
*-omdweeX2 msauerstom

satisfy the equations/

A h h

Q 2 2j Zr 2 3

lQl~r r D

*2

2 ~ -L

solution Of equation (6-13) yields



~hjt

(6-15)~ ~ h ki0 D( 2  .*

vhere ~* is that value ofX such that the Q2j.* satisfy

(646 r Zi4D r jOj j 2t2j 2 ~k

equation (6-16)8, and thus Q2J* in equation (-).by elementary methods.

Praictically speakings this assumption is very reasonable siince it is

unlikely that the cost of making a repaIr indUCtion would depend on the

ite..

.Now consider the constraint on dollar inventory investmento This

requires that

.(6-17) r- 7~

Letting K3 be the termd of K Involving the variables int the constraint,
3N

it ~is seen that K3  X 1 an Kt Y K. K. D4fine the function

jol

30



where% x -is: a Lagrange: dultip.liett.;- The: )ptisael miust, then satisfy

the equations'

'b1'

3,--

solution of equation (6-19) yieldsa

Ai

(6-21) W j

2 `3lJ

where X toi that value Of I much that the Q* satisfy
3 3

Jul h

Finally, consider the constraint 'on the annual ea ir budget. I
2

This constraint Is expressed as,

(0-23)- 62 ~

if K represents the tame of K involving the variables in the constraints,
4

it Is seen* that K 41 9 aiAd K ZKA4  K2 * To dete'rmine the Optimal

4,1 2 2 31



subject to (6-23), the, function

J4 JK 2 .( Cý
4 ,

JUL

Is ford',ed where, X, In a lisgranga multip'ier. fit follows that the

(6.23) 4-~~ :,0- 2j2 -

~2J 22

+ X 4 2 . *, J .

4 2. 71

S.2.uclow of (6-2$)- -yelds

+. -UIk -

202jý ~ ~ 1j ,

where X is that value of ? such that 'the Q *satisfy ',

4 4 2j .

A,,

It k X? C

2 2j

3,



The fol lowing example illustrates the employment of. a single.

constraint. Consider a repairable. invetitory system of. the type. preseutai

here 'which stocks threw items, Laeo, K 0 3* The,,aneapeent wishes -to

restrict thke nPmbbo ot repair inductions per year to,50,; thus .L A 50.

tý cAn be riationalize that thei fixed repair cost,, Ai ia thesefo

all items thus -it will be assrnbd here that A 1  A~ A~ $50'00.

ýThe remainder of the pertinent diata. is listed belvo.

IteM .j: 2 3

Frield. recovery rates , r - 0.95 0.90 0.95
o&a recovery rates V2  0.950.0.9
*Deman& rates. D 240 2000 200
MWI holding cost, h $60 $10 $100
RV11 holding cost, h 2 $ 12 20 $200
Cycle cnontant, ik 1 .097 0.19 0.0975
Unit cost, C4$600 $100 $1,000
Unit repair ctC 30$070

Without the constraint, L 9 50j, the optimal repair quantities are

givn b eq ato (141w) Computing we get Q21  11.64t, $1 -8.01
give by quato (422

god 6.1823. With these values of.q~ the nwiber of repair

Inductions Pet year wouUd be 60.04. Thus the constraint is active and

equatls" (0-115) SAn (6-l6Y~ are used to compute the Q2 ~ Under the

asswuption A.- A 2 A23' equation (6-46) yields X 21.98.
'22

Substitutiifehi 01ale" to equat-io (0-l!) givesQ *a13.97,
*21

as* 99.64 and Qo 9.65. As, expectedt,-constraining the number of

rýepair IndutO ns asus the #6s of the*ý repair qu2#tities for each

-it.

7~ 12,



It is Interesting to see how the constraint aff ects system

operating cost. Consider only that portion of the total cost that

Is affected by the repair quantity, 'li given by equation (6-11).

The Unsenstralned Q2 j' *~. R0 ! 4004 yld 2 60.8

For L a 509 K2 #6104.90i. Thus the constraint forces the system,

operating coat to exceed the Optimal cost by $100.812.

It is quite possible that more than one constraint could be

imposed at one time. For ezemple,ý suppose that, all, tour of the constraints

previously considered separately -are MM. Imposed simultaneously.ý it is

desired to minimize system variable cost subject to .(6-1),, (6-9)ý, (6-17)

and (6-24) Denote system variable, cost by- &.' ''i't 'is- seen that

(6-29) K K1  2

To minimize K the folloOMn procedure 1i used: first solve the uncon-

strained proble to, find q1,ajnd--Q-- .forJ " It: l,/9,1  by-using (4-12).

With these values check to see f OWy of -the four constraints: are actives

If all constraints are inset iv, problem Is-solved. If one or More

constraints are active, use the &cb~ aguane multipliers, as

described tn this gection, toyfind new, Voiluesfor.- and Q.Agasin

the constraints are checked to determine if they are active. The process

Is repeated for each constralint asloga any constraint Is active.

When all four constraints have been used 02ngly, two constraints Aar

tested at a time by emp oying two Lagrange wmltlplieso Agi the

remaining constraints Ake checked, to#,e if*, Othey are active. If either

*'d" t'



conatraint is actives another" set of two-constraints 'isused employing

two Lagrange. multilir to f ind new. values. of a&d This process

is repeated until all possible combinations of" two constraints are used.

or until solutions result for which no constraint is active. If -solutimu,

*cannot ~b on y using tWO, Lagrange multipliers, then, the technique is

extended to three m`ultipliers and f inally four. ,Iný the case whiere All,

four, constraints ~are'active under thezaforementioned conditions,ý form

-. the function".-

J~ +i1( P)+~(Z 2j Oj j
*J .. ~'2j-

+ Q

+ ~ Zolp~ 1 +?~ (ZC2 ~ 2

Where X i-1 a! l,9.ý.-44 are, the.Lagrange multipliY'r.. It follows that the

optua &Wan Q miust Satisfy the equ&Lions * .

ItI

J* i a , .

(6-32) aJ- -0 J *l.- 4 *

' -it is wtorth rimarkiug Utat, in, geiafeifl, equations (6131) and (6-32)

will, be ete lydifficult' to solve.' In fea~t, In most cases it' wil1- be

I, *'35
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necessary to resort to numerical, procedures'thatý give -approximations to,

the optImal l and Q i

7. Conclusions'

This report has derived'a decision rule in thi 'form of optimal

quantities and reorder points for a repairable Item inventory-system byr

considering the procurement and repair decisions simultanedus,*y. For

the deterministicimodel developed, equations (4-11) and. (4-12) show

that the optimal procurement and repair quantities are independent-of

each other. In addition, this model can be applied toa consumable

item Inventory system by taking, is r2  0. In this sense, the model

developed is a natural generalization of a consumable model.

Although the formulation of'a cost equation was essential in

'deriving optimaloperating doctrines costs per to were not discussed in

detail. To actually use this. model-holding, cost relationships must be

given. In addition the. f ixed costs of procurement and repair (A~ and

A) must' be known* Although the main Interest of/thi report is not the

analysis of costs, it Is evident that further research in this "area would

be desirable prior to application of, theý model.

It hobuld be pointed out that this miodel, considered asingle item

-and wehen applied to a, multioitemo inventory, systen will result in trade-

off s between items and costs. These interactibos between items lead to

*competition, eeng Iitema for, limited resources OWT I ssed in thkis model

as constraints* As illustrated in'Section 6p, one constraint considering

usafew items' presented difficltie in calculations.: A feasible
SO .- t 4I'

V4'JO 
.

'4 * 4\. . f. .

\*~~~~ 6 ~ ' * *~4

r V 
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tmetba different from the one discussed for handling constraints in a,

m~ulti-item system must'be developed*

The deterministic model developed here is by no means unique nor

"necessarily the most suitable one to apply to a given type of item.

In 4 forthcoming report, a variation of this ,model is to be discussed

Ilu detail. As further research in this area progresses, suggestions

for modifications to formulate still different models may arise,"

Since only determoinistic assumptions have ýbeen made in this report,,

shortages and hence shortage costs never arose. A natural stop in the

direction of further research would, be to define a probabilistic varuion

,of the model to be u'ore realistic and thereby consider shortages and

related ideas such as demand forecuaztinge Such c ,onsiderationUS will be

Itho concern of further pr~oject:,. rpOt.I

.r.r
Iý1 A b I t

T e~
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86 APPENDIX

8. 1 DUINITIOtiS 0F TUMN

Consumable ;> An Item that is either conumtaed in use. or
7'discarded after vearout o~rfailure.

Frield recovery rate .1' Percent of Items Issued that are subsequently
- returned to the overhaul and repair activity*

*Holding costs -. 'The costs Associated with the physical
Smaintenance of an inventoky.

*Information and Issue: The Costs associated with operating an
systems costs - ~ inventory system excluding procurement,

repair and holding costs.

Inventory control An inventory manager in the United States
point ., Naval supply system (for example ASO).

InventoyMngr~~j An activity responsible for the procurement
;,.~ .and inventory control of Items in an inventory
*;¼ w.system.

Non ready-for-iesue ! Condition of an ite. that is not capable of
- ~ providing comp-lete flow of services in its

f,-Y designed Use*

Operating doctrine " A set of rules which prescribe procurement
ý, and repair quantities, and respective reorder

~ >~points (when and-how much to procure and
~e;u repair).

O verhaul and Repair An industrial activity responsible for
activity . " testing * checking,ý repairing, aet components

Sand equipments designated as repairable by,
the. inventory? manager on either a xchedultid

Wi'Mlor emergency basis,

Overhaul and Repair .'?ecnto items returned , otevrhu
recovery rate S'r'~tAn repairL activity that are subsequently

J, ~ return" inn In onition to the stock

*Procurementý costs The coostasasotiated with placing a
V rourmetofder includIng the costL Of

t h e- I t m #

364
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cy :"Tmbetweeln aria fAucsi,Pprocurement
7!. pcuentiquntities.

ftocn~et ladtme fle btween the placement of a procuremen
order and receipt of the procurement

~,~ ~' ~.quantit.
lk5

Redyfoaisu ~ '~Condition of an item that is capable of
, ~~ providing complete f low of' services in

% its designed use.

Repairalesi An'item that can be-repaired after vearout
%rfailure and subsequently provide somie flo

of services.

epIt costs ~ " The costs asso iated with placing a repair.ý
Induct-idn Incluading the cost of repairing

A~4I the items.

#epsir cycle 2{ Time between the placement of an inductioa-

Sorder 'and receipt of the repair quantity.
Shorage ostsThe cost'incurred by the system when a demaxi-

canno 'be filled from stock.

S9tock POint I'~ activity responsible t'o the inventory
anager for the receipt, storage and issue,

4,-material and the report of transactions.

VA -'. ixed cost to plate a procurement order

A ~ ' t.Fixed -cost to place a repair order
L~

AD?~ ' ** ~ Autlamatic data processIng

A$ F3 ' ,A ~ > A)jviation Supply Office, Philadelphia, Pa.

AU'ZDIM ' ~ j.~.~e Automatic digital network, -

C ~ ~ .~ ~-~~V''Unit cost of, anew item

C2  ''! unit cost of repair.

D .. Demand rate

... , ' The~ntuber of units of tims after the.
. ~ . ~... ~beginining of a procurement cycle for placing,,

' ~.. ~ * .:a procuremen ordr

'V~ =- .7



J 4odng cost. for RFI matarial, (Wunt-r

hHolding csfo RImaterial ($/unit-yr)

ICP Inventory control point

n the number of repair cycles in a

procurexuent cycle*

IMFI Uou-ready-for-issue

OMa Overhaul and repair activity,

Q -. Repair. quantity
2.

~Optimal procurement ýquantity

* Optimal repair quantity

r Field recovery lrat.ý
0

**Repaik recovery rate

R l r r
RPI Readys-for-issue

T Proicuremant eye q

*T Y' .. Repair cycle

~ **Procurement Itadtiin.

2,,,2 R'fepair leadtime

~Procurement reorder point

Rearreorderpon

fJ f

4'
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